Government Order No. Home- 490 of 2014
Dated 21.10.2014

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and postings of Police Officers are hereby ordered with immediate effect: -

1. Shri Abdul Jabbar, IPS (JK:2008), awaiting orders of adjustment is posted as Commandant IR-8th Battalion against an available vacancy.

2. Shri Udayabhaskar Billa, IPS (JK:2008), Addl. SP Anantnag, is transferred and posted as SP PC Jammu vice Sheikh Zulfikar.

3. Shri Shailendra Kumar Mishra, IPS (JK:2009), SP West City Srinagar is transferred and posted as AIG CIV, PHQ against an available vacancy.

4. Shri Shridhar Patil, IPS (JK:2010), Dy. Commandant IR 7th Bn., is transferred and posted as SP South Srinagar against an available vacancy.

5. Shri Bashir Ahmad Najar, SP (SS) CID is transferred and posted as Principal STC, Sheeri against an available vacancy.

6. Shri Mohd. Yousuf Shah, SP SHRC is transferred and posted as SP Security (Hqrs), J&K vice Shri Jehangir Khan.

7. Shri Jehangir Khan, SP Security (Hqrs) is transferred and posted as Principal STC, Talwara against an available vacancy.
8. Shri Maqsood-ul-Zaman, SP awaiting orders of adjustment is posted as Commandant IR 11th Bn against an available vacancy.

9. Shri Shiv Kumar, SP Railways Jammu is transferred and posted as Commandant IR 12th Bn. against an available vacancy.

10. Shri Suhail Munawar Mir, SP awaiting orders of adjustment is posted as Commandant IR 6th Bn. against an available vacancy.

11. Shri Mumtaz Ahmed, SP awaiting orders of adjustment is posted as SO to IGP Armed Jammu against an available vacancy.


13. Sheikh Zulfikar, SP PC Jammu is transferred and posted as AIG Buildings, PHQ against an available vacancy.

14. Shri Ravinder Paul Singh, Dy. Commandant, IR 16th Bn is transferred and posted as Addl. SP PCR, Jammu vice Shri Shafqat Hussain.

15. Shri Abrar Ahmad, Dy. Commandant IR 6th Bn., is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Anantnag vice Shri Udhayabaskar Billa, IPS.

16. Shri Jameel Ahmad, Dy. Commandant IR 6th Bn., is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Kargil vice Shri Mohd. Younis Bhat.

17. Shri Javid Ahmad Dar, Dy. Commandant, IR 16th Bn., is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Budgam against an available vacancy.
18. Shri Amit Bhasin, Dy. Commandant IR 9th Bn., is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Bhaderwah against an available vacancy.

19. Shri Shafqat Hussain, Addl. SP PCR Jammu is transferred and posted as SP North City, Srinagar against an available vacancy.

20. Shri Suram Singh, Addl. SP Samba is transferred and posted as SP Railways Jammu vice Shri Shiv Kumar.

21. Shri Paramvir Singh, Addl. SP, Ganderbal, is transferred and posted as SP West City Srinagar vice Shri Shailendra Kumar Mishra, IPS.

22. Shri Nasir Ahmed, Addl. SP CID, Batote, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Kathua vice Shri Yogesh Sharma.


24. Shri Mohd. Fiesel Qureshi, SO to IGP Traffic J&K, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Samba vice Shri Suram Singh.

25. Shri Yogesh Sharma, Addl. SP Kathua is transferred and posted as Addl. SP CID Batote vice Shri Nasir Ahmed.

26. Shri Shiv Kumar Chauhan, Addl. SP Rajouri is transferred and posted as SP North City, Jammu against an available vacancy.


28. Shri Tejinder Singh, Dy. Commandant IR 5th Bn. is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Rajouri vice Shri Shiv Kumar Chauhan.
Advance T.E as admissible under rules is also sanctioned in favour of the officers in whose case change of station is involved.


Sd/-
(Suresh Kumar) IAS
Principal Secretary to the Government
Home Department

Copy to: -
1. Principal Secretary to Hon’ble Chief Minister, J&K.
2. Director General of Police, J&K.
3. Secretary to the Government; General Administration Department.
4. Secretary, SHRC, J&K.
5. Director, Information, J&K.
7. Concerned Officers.
8. OSD to Hon’ble Minister of State for Home.
9. PPS to Chief Secretary.
10. Private Secretary to Principal Secretary to the Government, Home Department.
11. Incharge Website, Home Department.

(Arshad Ayub)
Special Secretary to the Government
Home Department